ENGLISH 6
EXERCISES
I. Rewrite these sentences.
1. What about having a picnic on Sunday?
Let’s …………………………………………………………………………………
2. How about taking some photos?
Why don’t we …………………………………………………………………….?
3. Let’s have some cold drinks.
How about ………………………………………………………………………..?
4. Why don’t we go to the post office?
What about ………………………………………………………………………?
5. Your hair is long.
You ………………………………………………………………………………
6. That boy’s legs are strong.
That boy …………………………………………………………………………
7. That child’s eyes are lovely.
That child …………………………………………………………………………
8. Their house is old.
They ………………………………………………………………………………
9. Her school bag is new.
She ………………………………………………………………………………
10. His test is awful.
He ………………………………………………………………………………
11. Her nose is small.
She ………………………………………………………………………………
12. How much is your book?
How much ………………………………………………………………………?
13. How much are two boxes of chocolates?
How much ………………………………………………………………………?
14. How much do cans of peas cost?
How much ………………………………………………………………………?
15. How much does the red box cost?
How much ………………………………………………………………………?
16. How is the weather in HCM city?
What ……………………………………………………………………….……?
17. What is the weather like in Vietnam?
How ………………………………………………………………………..……?
18. How is the weather in Spring?
What ……………………………………………………………………………?
19. What food do you like best?
What is …………………………………………………………………………?
20. What sports does she like best?
What is …………………………………………………………………………?
21. He likes apples best.
His ………………………………………………………………………………
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22. We like pink and blue best.
Pink and blue are ………………………………………………………………
23. What subject does he like best?
What is …………………………………………………………………………
24. They like badminton best.
Badminton is …………………………………………………………………
II. Supply the correct prepositions.
1. What are you going to do …………………………..the weekend?
2. What are we going to do …………………………..the vacation?
3. We are going …………………………..vacation.
4.………………………….. Sunday mornings, we go fishing.
5.………………………….. the morning, we often do morning exercises.
6. We are going to camp …………………………..three days.
7. What are you going to do…………………………..your free time?
8. He is going to stay…………………………..his friend’s house…………………………..a
week.
9. He is going to stay …………………………..his uncle and aunt.
10. We are going to stay …………………………..a hotel…………………………..Thanh
Hoa.
11.…………………………..the winter, we usually play basketball.
12. What do you do …………………………..the spring?
13. What’s the weather like…………………………..March?
14. He wants strong boots because he often goes walking…………………………..the
mountains
15. They sometimes go sailing …………………………..the fall.
16. She often goes swimming …………………………..the summer.
17. How often do you late…………………………..school?
18. How often do you help your Mom…………………………..her housework?
19. We have Math, English and Music ………………………….. Tuesday and Thursday.
20. We are going to see a movie ………………………….. Sunday evening.
III. Choose the best answers.
1. Why don’t we go to Huong Pagoda. (That’s a good idea/ Yes, please/ Can I help
you?/ Here you are)
2. Let’s go by minibus. (Yes, please/ No, thanks/ Here you are/ Yes. Good idea.)
3. How long are they going to stay? (Twice a month/ For a month/ Two kilometers)
4. How often does he go to the movies? (Twice a month/ For a month/ Two kilometers)
5. How far is it from your house to school? (Twice a month/ For a month/ Two
kilometers)
6. Let’s go to the movies. (Yes. Good idea/ Yes,please/ Can I help you?/ Here you are)
7. He wants strong boots because he goes ______in the mountains. (fishing/ swimming/
sailing/ walking)
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8. ______ do you play sports?Sometimes. (How much/ How often/ How long/ How
many)
9. We are going to DaLat this summer _______. (season/ weather/ time/ vacation)
10. He doesn’t like meat. He _____ eats it. (often/ usually/ never/ sometimes)
11. We are going to _____ some photos. (catch/ take/ do/ make)
12. There isn’t ______ bread in the kitchen. (some/ any/ a/ an)
13. Would you like _____ milk? (some/ any/ a/ an)
14. Is there _____ milk in the bottle? (some/ any/ a/ an)
15. They usually______ their kites. (fly/ play/ do/ have)
16. Lan is _______ aerobics now. (playing/ doing/ taking/ making)
17. They are going to see the ______ in Hue. (citadel/ vacation/ game/ park)
18. They are planing a _______ vacation. (swimming/ camping/ boating/ going)
19. The weather is ______ hot in the winter. (often/ usually/ never/ sometimes)
20. The weather is never _______ in the summer. (hot/ cold/ cool/ warm)
IV. Supply the correct forms of words.
1. They are planing a …………………………………………vacation. (camp)
2. They…………………………………………fly their kites. (usual)
3. We like outdoor …………………………………………. They are very exciting. (active)
4. My favorite sports …………………………………………is playing badminton. (active)
5. …………………………………………, she‘s going to Ha Long bay on her vacation.
(Final)
6. He goes to the bookstore …………………………………………a week. (one)
7. We rarely bring a …………………………………………stove when going on a picnic.
(camp)
8. We are going to take some………………………………………… (photo)
9. How many …………………………………………of chocolates do you want? (box)
10. Are they hard …………………………………………? (farm)
11. He is a very good………………………………………… (swim)
12. Is this …………………………………………aunt? (they)
13. Are they bus …………………………………………? (drive)
14. …………………………………………teachers are very strict. (we)
15. Is this …………………………………………Math teacher? (you)
16. Are …………………………………………an English teacher? (your)
17. We bring warm …………………………………………when going on a picnic. (cloth)
18. My daughter likes eating …………………………………………. (sandwich)
V. Supply the correct forms of verbs.
1. The girls _________________ (skip) at the moment.
2. Nam ________________ his bike at present. (ride).
3. We’d like _________________ (go) swimming. We don’t like going__________ (jog)
4. Mai never _______________ (stay) up late.
5. He ____________ (brush) his teeth often.
6. Lan always _______________ (do) her tests carefully.
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7. He wants _______________ (travel) around the world.
8. Minh’d like _______________ (walk) in the rain.
9. Now Mr. Jones ______________ T.V. (not, watch)
10. What about ______________ (have) some coca cola?
11. What (you, watch) _________________________________ now?
12. What about______________ (eat) some rice now?
13. I ______________ (play) sports now. I love going_____________ (play) sports.
14. Do you want ____________some food for me?(buy)
15. The girls _____________ (jog) now.
16. They ________________ (play) soccer at the moment.
17. (She, take) _______________________ some photos at present?
18. She________________ to eat fried rice. (not, want)
19. They _____________ (swim) at present
20. Would you like ______________ some food? (buy)
VI. Find mistakes.
1. My aunt and uncle is flying to Paris tonight.
2. What are your favorite food?
3. Are there any meat to eat?
4. My mother need half a kilo of beef.
5. What are you study this semester?
6. They are an expensive pens.
7. The cheetah is the fast animal on land.
8. How often you go to the movie?
9. The students and their teacher is going to visit the art museum.
10. Why don’t Hana like her new roommate?
11. Mike is more short than I am.
12. We hardly never listen to the radio.
13. How much apples does your mother want?
14. Can you going to the store for me?
15. What is in the living room? Tom and Mary
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16. Is Susan a best student in the class?
17. Mount Everest is the highest mountain than all.
18. This house has the beautifullest garden on our street.
19. My younger sister has full lips and small white tooths.
20. My younger sister likes to play swimming and jogging.
21. What’s the weather like in HCM city for the summer?
22. In the weekend, he often goes swimming.
23. They always taking food and water and a tent.
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